**GUARANTEE**

The John Roberts Company guarantees all VPI Rings to be free from defects in workmanship and materials and to be of the quality described on the orders and invoices under which they are sold. Each ring will meet the exact specifications of the individual order.

**CONDITIONS OF GUARANTEE**

1. The John Roberts Company guarantees complete satisfaction of each individual 1969 class ring. Subject to the ruling of the 1969 Ring Committee, the ring will be repaired or replaced if a student is dissatisfied.

2. Broken stones will be replaced at no cost to the student up to his date of graduation. After that time, John Roberts will charge only stone cost plus $3.00 for resetting.

3. The applied finish of the ring is guaranteed for life. Should repolishing become necessary, this operation will be done at a cost of $3.00.

4. Should a student be missized, the company will manufacture an entirely new ring at no cost to the student and not merely resize the original ring.

5. All encrusting is guaranteed so long as the stone containing it is in satisfactory condition.


**PROPER CARE OF YOUR RING**

Your V. P. I. ring is the finest piece of jewelry you will ever own. The care and craftsmanship which has gone into its manufacture deserves the best of care.

Given proper care, your ring's detail will last forever. Please do not wear your ring while participating in any athletic events or during manual labor.

Remove your ring before washing your hands, as soap will accumulate in the recesses and detract from the detail. Soaps and detergents may also be injurious to the background and finishes. Mercury and acids are harmful to gold; so if you are handling such materials, please remove your ring.

Use a good jewelry cleaner monthly to prevent accumulations of dirt, acids, etc., in the recesses of the sides.

Should your ring become damaged while you are still in school, return it to John Roberts, Box 3030, Norman, Oklahoma 73069, and repairs will be made without charge. After graduation, return your ring to John Roberts and a price quotation will be sent to you if a charge is necessary.